a, an or some - 1

Setze bitte a, an oder some ein.

Please fill in: a, an or some.

a, an is singular.
some is plural.

1. Can I have _____ tea please and _____ new cup. My cup has got _____ hole in it.

2. _____ apple _____ day keeps the doctor away but _____ apples are very sour.

3. There are _____ oranges on the table. Can you give me _____ orange, please?

4. Look! There's _____ ice cream shop. Let's buy _____ ice cream.


6. My dad works in _____ zoo and my mum is _____ English teacher.

7. _____ old man is walking down _____ stairs.

8. You have _____ ruler, _____ picture, _____ apple and _____ folders on your desk.

9. Sydney is _____ Australian city.

10. This zoo has got _____ elephant and _____ monkeys.

11. In my school you have to wear _____ uniform. _____ children don't like this.

12. Jane is _____ clever and _____ intelligent girl.

13. There is _____ cheese on the table but there isn't _____ egg.

14. This is _____ easy exercise for the 5th school year.

15. _____ exercises are very difficult.
a, an or some - Solutions

1. Can I have some tea please and a new cup. My cup has got a hole in it.
2. An apple a day keeps the doctor away but some apples are very sour.
3. There are some oranges on the table. Can you give me an orange, please?
4. Look! There's an ice cream shop. Let's buy some ice cream.
5. I got an interesting book and a new desk for my birthday.
6. My dad works in a zoo and my mum is an English teacher.
7. An old man is walking down some stairs.
8. You have a ruler, a picture, an apple and some folders on your desk.
9. Sydney is an Australian city.
10. This zoo has got an elephant and some monkeys.
11. In my school you have to wear a uniform. Some children don't like this.
12. Jane is a clever and an intelligent girl.
13. There is some cheese on the table but there isn't an egg.
14. This is an easy exercise for the 5th school year.
15. Some exercises are very difficult.